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Winter Sports
At Lake Placid
Team to Participate in
I. W. S. U. Championships

Student of Goldsmith
To Yisit Durham Soon

New Hampshire’s Winter Sports Team
Has Won this Meet for the Past
Three Years— Bad Knee
May Force Dustin
Out

Miss Katherine Balderston Speaking
March 1— Sponsored by Book

Paul Blaisdell Heads All Star Cast—Supported by
Experienced Group of Mask and Dagger Members

and Scroll— Held at Murk
land Auditorium—
Tickets 35 cents

The University of New Hampshire
winter sports team leaves Saturday
noon for Lake Placid up in the Adirondacks of New York State, where they
are to compete for honors in the In
tercollegiate Winter Sports Cham
pionships Meet. The Wildcats have
succeeded in winning this meet con
sistently for the past three years and,
according to Coach Paul Sweet, who
this year took form er Coach Perley’s
place as winter sports coach, the team
has quite a good opportunity of re
peating past performances this year.
There are, however, several rea
sons for doubting the outcome of this
meet in spite of the wonderful show
ing that the team made at Dartmouth
two weeks ago. Captain Frank C.
Dustin, president of the Intercolle
giate Winter Sports Union and inter
collegiate cross country ski champion
last year, may be forced to stay out
on account of an injured knee. This
will be Dustin’s last year competing
for the University and it will be a
great loss to the University’s chances
at this meet if he is forced out of the
competition. The skating branch of
the team which accounted for 17
points at Dartmouth will not be ex
pected to do so well at Lake Placid
where they will compete with two ex
cellent performers from both Syra
cuse and Wisconsin.
The Wildcat’s winter sports team
has won every meet it has been enter
ed in this winter thus fa r; the College
Week Competition at Lake Placid dur
ing the Christmas holidays, and the
Dartmouth Carnival at Hanover two
weeks ago.
Another consistent performer for
New Hampshire is Ernest 0. Pederson
’30, winner three consecutive times of
the Marshal Foch Trophy for ski
jumping at Lake Placid— the only man
who ever won this trophy more than
once— and outstanding in his perform
ances in the slalom and downhill ski
races. Other ski men who usually
add to the point total in their events
are Dwight Perley ’32, winner of the
slalom race at Dartmouth this year
and fourth place winner in the cross
country ski race, J. Wallace Lovell ’31,
who placed at Lake Placid and at
Dartmouth in the downhill ski race,
Charles Woodward ’29 and Joseph
Langford ’29, consistent performers
in the ski events.
Among the skaters are R. E. Tet
ley ’29, winner of the 440 yard race
at Dartmouth, John Wendell ’29, a
consistently outstanding performer
for the past three years, Eugene Mail
man ’31, who won the two-mile race
at Dartmouth, J. Wallace Lovell ’31,
and Harry Mailman ’32, making up
the strongest group of skaters that
New Hampshire has ever had.
The Wildcat snowshoers are also
very strong with Albert Lazure ’31,
who won the event at Dartmouth and
who also won three second places in
the W orld’s Snowshoe Championships
at Lewiston, Maine, this year, and
Henry Hazen ’31, who placed fourth
at Dartmouth and third in the onemile race at Lewiston, as the out-

The terms of the award recently an
nounced by the New Hampshire de
partment of the American Legion for
achievement in university work have
been completed by the committee in
charge and will be entered in the
college catalog.
The award is in the form of a
plaque which is intended to be a
permanent reminder that the greatest
of World War veterans’ organizations
appreciates the contribution of the
University to the war and that it
lives true to its traditions of stimu
lating interest in national defense.
This plaque will be place in some
prominent position within the halls of
the University. Upon it from time to
time will be placed the names of those
individuals who have won it through
excellence in military science, athlet
ics, and scholarship. A suitable medal
will be given at Commencement to
each individual who wins the award.
This medal will be to him a lasting
symbol of his achievement and the in
terest of the American Legion and the
university.
The terms of the award as incorp
orated in the catalog read: “ The New
Hampshire department of the Ameri
can Legion, as a mark of recognition
of the University’s contribution to the
World War and as an expression of
its interest in national defense, offers
yearly a medal to that man in the
senior class who has attained the high
est distinction determined by achieve
ment in military science, athletics,
and scholarship. To be eligible for
this award the candidate must have
demonstrated outstanding ability as a
leader and must have revealed quali
ties of devotion and loyalty. In ath
letics he must have displayed an ac
tive interest as a participant or as a
manager for at least two years. The
candidate must have attained a schol
astic standing in the upper one-fourth
of the senior men in the college in
which the candidate is registered.
From the persons meeting these con
ditions, the committee will select that
candidate who, in its better judg
ment, is deemed most worthy. The

( Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

NEW HAMPSHIRE' WINTER SPORTS TEAM
International Intercollegiate Champions for the past three years who are favored to win again at
Lake Placid this week-end.

American Legion
Offers Plaque
Award to Raise Interest
In Mil Art Scholarship
State Organization Shows Apprecia
tion for Contribution of College
Toward National Defense—
Award to Replace
S. A. T. C. Medal
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HOUSE COMMITTEE W ILL

Maine Debaters
f
Come To Durham
*1*
|

VISIT CONVO FEBRUARY 25

The House of Representatives
Committee on the University of
New Hampshire from the state
legislature will attend a special
Convocation to be held in the
Gymnasium Monday, February
25 at 2:30 p. m. The weekly
Convocation exercises to be held
Wednesday of this week will be
postponed until that time.

First of Fori lal Debates
For N. H. Affirmative Team
Maine Team Made Up of a Varsity
Football Center, a Track Cap
tain, and a Yearbook
Editor

TWO WILDCATS AT
INTERCOLLEGIATES
Pederson and Lovell to Compete in
Internationals— Held at Brattleboro Feb. 21 and 22— Ped
erson Defending Title

Ernest Pederson, ’30, Berlin, inter
national intercollegiate championship
ski jumper, and Wallace Lovell, 31,
Lewiston, Maine, will compete ac the
national ski tournament of the
Brattleboro Outing Club to be held
Feb. 21 and 22. This will be the first
jumping for New Hampshire’s ski
men since the Dartmouth Carnival
almost two weeks ago.
These men will compete in the
National Intercollegiate Champion
ship Meet which will be part of the
National Ski Tournament and which
is open to all colleges and universi
ties. The jumping will take place on
Thursday afternoon.
Pederson, living up to what the
University expected of him, carried
off all honors at the Dartmouth Out
ing Club Winter Sports Carnival at
Hanover.
Lovell also showed great
ski proficiency in competition at the
“ Big Green” Carnival.

Y. W. C. A. MEMBERS TO HEAR
RECORDS OF OPERA “ MIKADO’
Mr. Paul Schoeddinger will have
the records of the entire opera, “ The
Mikado” at the regular meeting of
the Y. W. C. A. on Monday evening,
from seven to eight in the Commons
Organization room. An enjoyable
program is expected.

Murkland auditorium will be the
scene of a debate between the New
Hampshire men’s affirmative team
and the University of Maine repre
sentation next Wednesday evening at
eight o’clock. Ralph Brown ’29, first
speaker; Donald Harriot ’29, second
speaker; Burnham Davis ’29, third
speaker; and Louis Schwartz ’30, al
ternate, compose the New Hampshire
team. The question to be debated is:
“ Resolved: That the Present Jury
System be Abolished.”
.A en a b le, well rounded team will
be sent down from Orono which com
prises the varsity football center, the
track captain who is Maine’s most
proficient high and broad jumper, and
the editor of “ The Junior Prism,” the
University of Maine year book, who
is also prominent in dramatics. This
team defeated the University of Pitts
burg debaters the night following
Pittsburg’s no decision debate with
New Hampshire at Durham.
Manager Ralph Brown ’29 has an
nounced the following schedule for the
Blue and White orators this term:
Feb. 27— Maine negative at Durham;
March 1— Springfield affirmative at
Durham; March 6— Maine affirmative
women at Durham; March 8— Nor
wich negative here; March 11— How
ard Payne negative here.
Negotiations are under way for
meets with Boston College and Clark
University during the first week of
March. The Howard Payne repre
sentatives from Brownsville, Texas
are called cowboys because they ap
pear to debate in characteristic west
ern outfits, giving a lariat exhibition
before the debate. They are touring
the East and Central West and the
Canadian provinces of Montreal and
Quebec traveling in a Ford coupe.
Their trip is expected to require 65
days’ absence from classes.

HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

DOVER, N. H.
A Publix Theatre

Forget Your
Blues at the
Dugout

3 BIG
DAYS

THE COLLEGE PHARMACY
JIM’S CAMPUS CLUB

Singing & Talking Pictures
W ARNER BROTHERS

Yitaphone Hit !

MON.
TUES.
WED.

AL
JOLSON

FEB.
25 -26
27

SINGING
FOOL

------ IN THE ------

------ a l s o ------

LATEST RECORDS,
RADIOS, TUBES
AND ACCESSORIES

“THE DOVER ROAD”
PLEASES CARNIVAL
MATINEE AUDIENCE

Visit The
New College Music Shop
Under The Pharmacy

DOORS
OPEN
I P. M.
POPULAR
PRICES

A Yitaphone Special
Movietone and Yitaphone
Singing Fool Starts
1.30, 3.30, 5.30, 7.30, 9.30

A. A. Milne’s Absurd Comedy a Success at Carnival Performance— Second
Presentation Equal of Premiere— Final Durham Showing Tonight—
Four More Performances Scheduled in New Hampshire Cities
Miss Katherine Balderston, assis
tant professor of English at Wellesley
college, will lecture on Oliver Gold
By Francis Robinson, ’31
smith in the Murkland Auditorium on
The university dramatic society,
the evening of March 1 according to
Mask and Dagger, presented A. A.
a statement issued by Gyneth Prew
Milne’s fantastic comedy, “ The Dover
’29, president of Book and Scroll, hon
Road,” Friday afternoon and last
orary literary society of the Univer Wildcats Lead by One
night at Murkland Hall auditorium.
sity, here Tuesday. Miss Balderston,
Point in Close Contest The final Durham presentation will
who received her advanced degrees at
be held at 8 o’clock tonight.
The
the Yale Graduate School, is consid
Varsity Quintet Lends Final Thrill Friday afternoon performance was
ered to be one of the leading authori
to Athletic Events of Carnival
held before an appreciative audience
ties on Goldsmith in the country and
in 25-24 Victory over Crim
of students and carnival guests. This
her lecture here will be sponsored by
son Five
marked the first time that a Mask
Book and Scroll. Tickets for the a f
and Dagger production has been
fair are priced at thirty-five cents
The Wildcat basketball quintet gave given as a part of the carnival pro
and went on sale today. The lecture
gram, and judging from the size of
is the second sponsored by the so the carnivallers a final thrill by tak
the audience it was a successful ex
ing
the
Harvard
five
by
a
single
bas
ciety this year and follows the suc
periment.
ket
in
the
last
minute
of
play,
25-24,
cessful book chat given here last term
The setting, which is the same
by Dr. John Clair Minot of the “ Bos Saturday night at Durham. Dick
Tilton was the hero.
throughout the play, is that o f an
ton Herald.”
O’Connell, captain and forward of English country house on the road
Plans for the lecture were discuss
ed at a meeting of Book and Scroll the Crimson team, and Upton, Har to Dover, the road that is taken by
which took place Monday evening at vard first-string center, were unable eloping couples on their w ay to the
the home of Professor Lucinda P. to play because of injuries. Burns, south of France. The house is own
Smith of the Department of English. the sub-center, and Wenner, a back, ed by a rich, eccentric old gentleman,
In addition to the decision to sponsor were forced out of the game in the a Mr. Latimer, played by Paul Blais
Professor Balderston’s lecture, the so middle of the last half because of dell, ’29, who uses his money in trying
to get as many of the eloping couples
ciety elected to membership six mem fouls.
The game was the referee’s till the as he can to stay in his house for a
bers of the senior class, fourteen ju
niors, and one special student. The last minute. At the half, New Hamp w’ eek in order that they may see each
list of new members includes Evelyn shire led 15-11; but at the beginning other in the most unromantic light
Brannen ’29, Walter Cook ’29, William of the second period Wenner put Har possible. He hopes that by doing so
Mahoney ’29, Burnham Davis ’29, Iva vard ahead with three baskets. A fter he can prevent many unhappy mar
Handy ’29, Gertrude Nye ’29, Doro Werner and Burns were ruled out, riages. Into the house comes Lord
thy Duncklee ’30, Katherine Dwyre Captain Gaunt of New Hampshire Leonard and Anne, played by W il
"30, Ellen Farley ’30, John Adams ’30, started a Blue and White rally, and liam Nelson, ’30 and Dorothy Jones,
George Hadley ’30, Philip Allen ’30, from then on all the scoring was done ’30 who have been detained on their
Bernard Chapman ’30, Robert Leitch irom the middle of the floor. With way by “ a series of unfortunate acci
’30, Hugh Farnsworth ’30, Dorothy one minute to play, and Harvard lead dents,” and who have been told that
Johnson ’30, Leona Priest ’30, Eliza ing 24-23, the gym was a sad place; this is “ a sort of hotel.” In the
beth Ahern ’30, Hope Amsden ’30, when suddenly Dick Tilton let go a house they find Eustasia, Leonard’s
Gertrude Dauphinee ’30, and Helen long, long shot that ended in the wife, played by Elisabeth Bauer, ’29,
right place.
and Nicholas, played by John Flem
Kidder, special student.
The summary:
ing, ’29. The results puzzle every one
It was announced at the meeting
Harvard but Mr. Latimer who holds the key to
that the second of the society’s Sun N. H. U.
Ig, Rex the situation at all times except at
day afternoon gatherings suggested Stolovsky, rf
.
rg, Tarrell the very last when he allows himself
by President Lewis will take place Tilton, If
c, Burns to fall in love with Anne only to have
Sunday afternoon in Smith Hall at Patch, If
"
c, Pierce her tell him that she wishes he were
four-thirty. Dr. Alfred E. Richards, Small, c
If, Wenner her father.
head of the Department of English, Hagstrom, rg
If' Ward
In a cast of characters all of whom
will read selections from modern es Gaunt, lg
rf, Mahoney have had as much experience as those
says. The first of these gatherings
Score, 25-24.
Baskets— Wenner 4; in “ The Dover Road” it is extremely
took place on February 10 in the Com
mons organizations room when Mr. Tilton 3; Small, Gaunt, Tarrell 2; difficult, if not impossible, to pick out
Paul Blaisdell
Henry Bailey Stevens read selections Stolvosky, Hagstrom, Rex, Burns, Ma one star for praise.
from his play “ Tolstoy.” More than honey. Fouls— Hagstrom 3; Gaunt as Mr. Latimer has the longest part
fifty people were present at this time. 4; Wenner 3; Rex, Tarrell, Burns. in the play, and fo r that reason his
Rogers. acting is brought before the audience
The gatherings are open to the pub Referee, Tower. Umpire,
Time,
2
20-minute
periods.
to a greater extent than that of any
lic.
of the other characters. His ample
physique and charming manner lends
ON OTHER CAMPUSES
a dignity, and a kindliness to the part
YARSITY DEFEATS
Bradley College, at Peoria, 111., has which pleases the audience, although
DARTMOUTH BOXERS offered a $25 prize for a new song.— his calm self-assurance irritates
His
(IP ) The Kentucky Kernel offers Leonard; on several occasions.
little
scene
with
Anne
in
the
last
act
the
idea
that
perhaps
“
I
wish
I
was
Wildcats Win Four out of Six Bouts
is especially pleasing.
in
Peoria”
has
been
too
long
out
of
from “ Big Green” in Feature
the popular music files.
(Continued on Page 3)
Game o f Carnival Program

Hcopsters Win
From Crimson

Last Saturday

Dartmouth’s invasion of the Wild
cats’ lair last Saturday was rather
disastrous when the “ Big Green”
team was decisively defeated by the
score of 4 to 2 at the University gym
nasium.
The Wildcats started like a whirl
wind, winning the first three bouts.
Captain Nodes opened the festivities
by winning from Watchinsky; Lucinski followed with a knockout victory,
and Dresser made it three straight by
giving Sankey a terrific beating.
Theodos was the other victor for the
Wildcats. Pap,
though
defeated,
showed his gameness and ability and
with a little more experience should
be a decided asset to the team.
Sandy Roy whose opponent had the
reach by several inches and out
weighed him, made a good showing
but Coach Reed stopped the bout to
save him for the bouts with Pennsyl
vania and M. I. T. The success
against Dartmouth showed the calibre
of the team and augurs well for the
remainder of the season. The sum
mary:
New Hampshire
Dartmouth
Nodes, 115 lbs. 115 lbs., Watchinsky
Lucinski, 125 lbs.
125 lbs., Peterson
Dresser, 135 lbs.
135 lbs., Sankey
Pap, 145 lbs.
145 lbs., Alton |
Theodos, 160 lbs.
160 lbs., Bragner
Roy, 175 lbs’.
175 lbs., Armstrong )

Mask and Dagger
------ presents-------

The Dover Road
A. A. Milne’s Delightful Modern Comedy

LAST PERFORMANCE ON CAMPUS
TO-NIGHT

MURKLAND H AT,I,
All Seats Reserved

—

50c

On sale at The Bookstore, The College Shop, The
College Pharmacy and at the Door
YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS IT !
THE
Robert Ayres
Elisabeth Bauer
Paul Blaisdell
Marjorie Dahlberg
John Fleming

CAST
Dorothy Jones
Jane Lehman
Wm. Mahoney
Wm. Nelson
Frank Rogers
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By E. J. F. and E. D. S.
It’s over, all over, and soon some
body else will put their arms about
you but....... ........and that ends the car
nival.
The transportation committee might
have functioned a little better by ar
ranging for the 5 o’clock train to Bos
ton to stop at good ole Derrum.
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Advertising Manager
The librarian reports the loss of
Circulation Manager several books on the Morse code since
last Thursday night.
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Tongue-tied? The singing of “ On
To Victory” at the Ball last Friday
REPORTERS
night was deplorable. Buy a songMarjorie West, ’29
Victor Morse, ’31
Isabelle Huntoon, ’29
book and practice it on a harmonica, a
E. Ahern, ’30
Ethel Reed, ’30
Elizabeth Child, ’29
jews-harp, anything........... as long as
Harry Smith, ’30
Doris Vivian, ’31
Alice Spinney, ’29
you learn it.
Elizabeth Murdock, ’29
Richard Allen, ’31
Elisabeth Bauer, ’29
Carl Evans, ’31
E. Harris, ’29
Gertrude Twombly, ’29
We wonder if we’ll be allowed to
Arthur L. Bussell, ’31
G. Dauphinee, ’30
George Hadley, ’30
have Aqua Velva (40% alcohol) in our
rooms without being suspended.
Published Weekly by the Students
Melbourne Cummings, ’29,
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Elwyn Southmayd, ’30,

In case of change of address, subscribers will please notify the Circu
The increase in percentage of sixmile-imports this year over last was
lation Manager as soon as possible.
Subscribers not receiving copy will please notify the Business Manager probably due to the financial depres
sion of a presidential year or some
at once.
other very good reason.
Subscriptions made payable to The New Hampshire, Durham, N. H.,
$1.50 per year.
No import carried the place by
storm this year. Rio Rita, how we
missed you!
DURHAM, N. H., FEB. 21, 1929.
LEGISLATIVE VISITS
All of us know that this is a Legis
lative year. The University exists
and is maintained by taxes paid by
the voters of the state. The chances
that we are receiving for an advanced
education are made possible by them.
Representatives of these voters are
now met in Concord to make such
changes in the governing of the state
and the spending of its money as they
deem right and necessary. They will
demand an examination of how the
state’s money is being spent and they
will want to see for themselves that it
is not being misused. That is their
duty.
Members of the legislature will
visit the University from time to time
during the next month. They will be
here to ascertain whether or not the
University is worth the vast sums of
money paid annually by the voters
for its maintenance, whether or not
we as students are duly appreciative
of the opportunities we now enjoy.
It is up to us to prove that the ex
penditure is justified, that we attend
an institution of which the voters of
the state of New Hampshire may
well be proud. We can do this by co
operating with the administration to
the best of our abilities during the
inspections on Monday and in the
weeks to come.
We have ample land, new buildings
and equipment, and a Mill tax by
which the University is assured a
sufficient annual income.
Every
body is with us and helping us. Let’s
try to prove that we’re worth it all.

AN ACT OF APPRECIATION

LIBRARY RELEASES
THREE NEW BOOKS

Speaking of the tenacity of men
........... that Sunday afternoon train
scene was a riot........... a couple of the
boys rode all the way to Newmarket
without charge........... and how!

‘Recent Gains in American Civiliza
tion,” “ The Art of Thinking,” and
“ If you love a boy,” said her mother.
“ Skeptical Essays” in Cir
“ Don’t tell him.
Men
like not to know.”
culation Today

So she didn’t tell him that she loved his
eyes,
Blue like smokey astors on the hills;
On the table in the Library contain Or
that she thrilled at the gurgle
ing books to be released fo r circula In his deep man’s voice;
Or that she missed him while he was
tion this Thursday is “ Recent Gains
away.

in American Civilization” edited by
Kirby Page. Like the authorities
who collaborated on “ Whither Man
kind,” the contributors to this volume
have attempted to answer a question,
namely, “ What steps forward have
been taken by the United States since
the conclusion of the World W a r?”
The
authors— Charles
A.
Beard,
Stuart Chase, Norman Thomas, David
Starr Jordan, Harry Emerson Fosdick, and others— were selected be
cause they are thoroughly critical of
the existing order and not likely to
indulge in facile optimism. The last
four essays attempt to draw up a
balance sheet of gains and losses in
our Western civilization as a whole,
and contain much food for thought
and discussion.
“ The Art of Thinking” by Ernest
Dimnet is intended for those aver
age minds which are as remote from
genius as from stupidity. It is an
informal conversation with a French
abbe, possessed of more than a touch
of delightful acidity and humor as
well as a vivid enthusiasm for straight
thinking. He shows us how to ar
range data in our minds and points
out simple and mechanical devices to
save the overworked brain cells for
more important rationalization. The
last chapter, which is devoted to the
nature of creative thought, lends
wings of ambition to the reader’s
mind.
Bertrand Russell in his last volume
“ Sceptical Essays” says that “ only
scepticism can tear away the veils
which hide truth from us.” It is a
protest against man’s tendency to
“ rationalize” his instinctive beliefs
and hide with a false facade of ideal
istic ethics our original self-beneficial beliefs and conclusions. “ Into
every tidy scheme for arranging the
pattern o f human life it is necessary
to inject a certain dose of anarchism,
enough to prevent immobility lead
ing to decay, but not enough to bring
about disruption.”

The majority of students attending
the University are members o f the
Outing Club. The) organization is
working for the good o f all and
proved its worth during the past
week-end when it staged one of the
best winter carnivals ever held in
Durham. The results of its work
furnished a good time for even those
students who did not attend the social
events of the week-end.
For these reasons the theft of sev
eral dozen of the colored electric light
bulbs used to illuminate University
Pond during the Ice Carnival seems
particularly thoughtless and childish
as well as ungrateful. W hy is it that
we must always have some people
with us who think it funny to be dis
ALPHA CHI SIGMA HEARS
honest or destructive?
PAPER BY K. E. GLIDDEN

STRAFFORD COUNTY HOUSE
A regular meeting of the Alpha
DELEGATION HERE MONDAY Chi Sigma, professional chemistry
fraternity, was held Monday evening
The Strafford County House dele at the Theta Upsilon Omega house.
gation were guests of the University A fter the regular business meeting,
Monday. The delegation was escort a paper on Ammonia Oxidation was
ed over the campus by a faculty com presented by K. E. Glidden. This was
mittee and were afforded an opportu followed by a social hour during
nity to make a careful inspection of which refreshments were served.
buildings and equipment.
PLEDGING NOTICE
Dr. Edward M. Lewis, President of
the Granite State institution, enter
Lambda Chi* Alpha announces the
tained the guests at lunch in the Com
mons. A t this time President Lewis pledging of John Sturgis ’31, o f
Syracuse, New York.
spoke briefly to the delegation.

But another girl told him she loved him
And cuddled into his arms.
But she never thought that his eyes were
blue,
Grey blue
Like smokey astors on the hills.
E. J. F.

Jack Murphy, leader of Bert Lowe’s
orchestra, showed us a brand new way
to put on rubbers. The idea is to
hold them above your head and then
try and kick your feet into them.

February 15, 1929.
To the Editor:
I have read with interest the let
ter of Chris O’Leary, ’20, which ap
peared in a recent issue of your pub
lication. I am just plain alumnus; I
can’t point to a record such as Chris
has, but I feel that my opinion on
alumni matters is nevertheless en
titled to consideration.
A t the outset Chris’ sincere inter
est in, and untiring zeal for, our
Alma Mater are conceded. Accept
ing this as a fact, it does not however
justify his criticism of the alumni
secretary.
Since leaving college, I have always
tried, when able, to attend alumni
club meetings. On one such occasion
the alumni secretary was the guest of
the evening. The members of that
club will agree that he left us strong
er than he found us. He made many
helpful suggestions and sought for
help and criticism in his work. Fol
lowing his visit alumni personals con
cerning some of our members appear
ed in T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e .
I feel sure that the alumni secre
tary still welcomes ideas and criti
cisms. I feel equally sure that kindly
suggestions sent direct to him will be
put to good' advantage.
Surely,
Chris had no ulterior motive in mak
ing his letter public? I hesitate to
deal in platitudes; the distinction be
tween constructive and destructive
criticism is well known.
Chris cites in his letter the sources
of alumni news that he form erly used
when there was no paid secretary;
the fraternity and sorority secre
taries, Aunt Lottie and Dad Hender
son. Not all alumni are fraternity
members. The college has grown a
little since 1920 and Aunt Lottie and
Dad have many more faces to meet.
Is the Alumni Secretary to be accused
of asking for news served to him on
a 'silver platter if he seeks news; of
others than fraternity members and
those known to Aunt Lottie and Dad?
It is because I am interested in
what “ John Smith” is doing that I
sent in some alumni news after the
secretary’s request was made. I think
we all should. My devotion to New
Hampshire and the alumni associ
ation suffered no relapse when the
progression to a paid secretary was
made.
Do we as alumni appreciate the
secretary’s problems? He has no
sinecure and in helping him we’re
helping New Hampshire. Let’s all
be more responsive when he. asks for
news. The original question was,
What do you say? My answer is as
follows: I’ll do all I can to help the
alumni secretary to help New Hamp
shire. To the alumni reading this, I
repeat their secretary’s question;
What do you say?
Yours for New Hampshire,
Robert A. Wilson, ’23
P. S. Say it with news.

favorably with Mr. Goding as pian
ists, but I fear there are no Rach
maninoffs hiding in this vicinity. As
for comparing the two artists it is
ridiculous.
No, I think Buller was right. If
the committee will offer three good
concerts instead of spending money
cn six that are of an inferior grade
the situation will be improved. Every
day we hear it said that the student
body of this campus is not cultured.
That may be so, but I will say that
they have very little opportunity to
improve their cultural status in Dur
ham. Situated as we are it is en
tirely possible to get distinguished
artists here. Phillips-Exeter and the
University o f Maine can have a lec
ture by Will Durant, but the train
never stops at Durham although it
does pass us by.
It seems to me that it would be
worth while for the Lyceum commit
tee to try a new plan on next year’s
program. It is very evident that this
campus is fast coming out of the em
bryonic stages of being a university,
and with its improvement should
come improvement in this line. The
Lyceum committee may feel that the
student body will never pay over two
dollars for a course ticket, but I sin
cerely feel that if the numbers offered
were good enough they would be will
ing to pay more. A t any rate the
faculty would buy more tickets and
there are many members of that
group who never attend a concert
now.
Increased
faculty
attendance,
coupled with student attendance and
visitors from nearby towns ought to
comprise a fair sized audience. As
for saying that the Gymnasium is too
small I think I have a solution to that
problem. It must be that every Wed
nesday afternoon there are approxi
mately one thousand people accom
modated in the Gymnasium, it may
be more or less, I don’t know, but it
must be near that figure. If the Ly
ceum course was cut down to three
concerts and three dollars charged
for the ticket it seems to me that we
could really get some worth-while
artists with the amount of money
there would be to spend.
“ SEN EX .”

WINTER SPORTS
“ W ings,” with its
remarkable
A T LAKE PLACID
Sound synchronization, has had a suc
(Continued from Page 1)
cessful run of more than a year on
Broadway and has played long runs
standing
performers. Dustin
and
in London, Paris, and other large
c^ es 0f the world. Everywhere it Wendell are the only men in the grad
uating class to have three letters in
has been received with acclaim and
winter sports already to their credit
called one of the greatest pictures
and will have four if they get them
every filmed.
this year.

FRANKLIN
DURHAM,

NEW

H A M P S H IR E

FRIDAY, FE BRU A RY 22
A Paramount Picture

“THE SHOWDOWN”
George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent, Fred Kohler
A melodrama of the search for “ Black Gold” with men fighting over the
love of a woman, and for oil rights in the tropics. Bancroft is better than
in The Dragnet.
Educational Comedy— AT EASE

SATURDAY, FE BRU ARY 23
A Metro Picture

“BROTHERLY LOVE”
Dane and Arthur
These two find hilarious misadventures in a Kollege-kut penitentiary,
with football teams, fraternities and other campus trimmings! If it’s laughs
you’re looking for, you’ll find them.
Pathe Comedy— THE BARGAIN HUNT

MONDAY, FE BR U A RY 25
A Paramount Picture

“ WINGS”
Clara Bow, Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen
Daring adventure and destruction. Scouring the skies for enemy planes.
Soaring to the clouds in a flimsy machine. And yet her love kept this
“ Shooting Star” ........... carried him through terrific dangers............brought him
back to earth. A story of American youth, fighting, loving, laughing at
danger, battling at the cross roads of Heaven.
Jobyna Ralston, Gary Cooper, Arlette Marchal, Gunboat Smith.
Educational Comedy— HOWDY DUKE
Second show at night at 8:45
REGULAR ADMISSIONS

TUESDAY, FE BRU ARY 26
An F. B. O. Production

“THE PERFECT CRIME”
Clive Brook, Irene Rich
Clive Brook—the grim genius! Irene Rich— the melting sweetheart!
Tully Marshall— the shuffling victim! Edmund Breese— the relentless sleuth!
A mighty drama of circumstantial evidence and the world’s weirdest crime!
Paramount News
Grantland Rice Sportlight—-SOUTH SEAS SAGAS

‘WINGS” SHOWING HERE AT
FRANKLIN THEATRE MONDAY
The center of cosmopolitan life in
Paris moved to Hollywood when Di
rector William Wellman began a se
quence for “ W ings,” the story of the
American “ Ace,” in a set at the Par
amount studio, which was an exact
duplication of the Folies Bergere.
In the set, one of the largest in
teriors ever constructed in a motion
picture studio, 750 extras, represent
ing every nation of the world, pro
vided the background for the work
of Clara Bow, Charles Rogers, Rich
ard Arlen and Roscoe Karns, who
are featured in the production, which
will show here at the Franklin the
atre Monday.

Rather a dry Carnival from all out
ward appearances. That flatfeet sta To the Editor:
tioned in the men’s dorms were cute.
Some time ago, in response to a
Yeh, awful cute!
letter published in this column, the
Lyceum course committee asked for
The Carnival Ball revealed tastes in criticisms from the student body,
with a view toward the planning of
various matters. Think it over.
the course for next season. It is my
Realization of the beauty in seem opinion that the author of the letter
ingly worthless things is one o f the signed “ Buller” made an unfortunate
first requirements of a good poet. This choice of a nom de plume. There is
an impression, which is incorrect,
poem shows that quality.
that all “ bull sessions” are concerned
A SCRAP OF PAPER
Roughly tossed by a stirring breeze,
only with subjects which are of no
As a sturdy ship on angry seas,
Joyfully cutting many capers,
importance.
Happy is this scrap of paper.
I think “ Buller” was quite right,
Ever carefree, never worries,
and
I fear the Lyceum course is too
All its troubles, safely buries;
interested in the financial side of the
Never settles in one place,
Always open for a race.
proposition and is letting the real
Hither thither, there it goes,
object of the course slip into the dim
W here it’s bound for, no one knows.
recesses. In answer to the first “ out
Joyfully cutting many capers,
H appy is this scrap of paper.
burst of student opinion” the Lyceum
K. T. H. ’29
committee cited J. Rosamond Johnson
The girls haven’t a thing to com and Taylor Gordon as an example of
plain about when smoking on campus the fine quality of the Lyceum course.
is concerned. We understand that a Quite true. The artists named are
movement is under way which will pre-eminent in their field, but I won
prohibit the men from smoking on the der if the Lyceum committee realizes
campus and also that the doors on the that this year’s tickets were sold on
men’s dorms will be locked at 11 P. M. the strength of the United States
Marine Band being included in the
list, and that last year Commander
A silver cup is to be given to the
Richard Bryd was the real attraction
best dancer (one for a man and one
of the course?
fo r a woman) at the dancing school
Does it not then, stand to reason
class. Come on, you hoofers. Here’s
that if the course can include the
a chance to get a good ash-tray for
Marine Band, Johnson and Gordon,
almost nothing.
and four other numbers, it is entirely j
TO AN U N K N O W N
I don’ t know w hy I stopped and spoke to possible to cut the number of con
you.
Perhaps it was the grayness of your coat certs down to three and have three j
W rapping you warmly from the mist.
real good ones?
Perhaps it was the light in your eyes,
A light shot with amber gold
The Lyceum course committee is I
Just visible in the gray dusk.
Perhaps it was the rain-drops on your quite true in saying that no number j
lashes,
can please all the students, but a ,
Rain bubbles tipping each curling lash.
name that means something to a stu- j
Perhaps it was that I needed your smile
dent will sell a ticket (Commander!
And that one moment of loving you.
E. J. F.
Byrd for example) but who ever]
heard of some of the attractions o f - ,
BREAKFAST DANCE HELD AT
fered in our Lyceum course. The I
CHI OMEGA HOUSE SATURDAY committee says that even Rachm an-'
inoff would not necessarily prove an |
A breakfast dance was held by the attraction simply because some do
members o f Chi Omega at their not. like a pianist. . I sincerely hope
chapter house last Saturday morning. that Philip Hale or Warren Storey
A waffle breakfast was served at Smith never happen to read these
nine o’clock and dancing was enjoyed lines, or they, as eminent musical
from ten to twelve. The hostesses critics will be moved to tears. I f the
were Mrs. Rena Kramer and Mrs. students will not hear a pianist why
John Walsh and music was furnished offer us Howard Goding? There are
musicians in Durham who compare
by the Red Ramblers.

THEATRE

W EDNESDAY, FE BR U A RY 27
A Universal Production

“PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES”
Alice Day, Matt Moore
He was accustomed to paying $50,000 to get rid of a Follies girl but this
time he got off cheaply— he married her. Stock market activities and Follies
girls are alike in that you lose more often than you win.

THURSDAY, FE BRU ARY 28
A Metro Picture

“EXCESS BAGGAGE”
William Haines
There is good comedy stuff in this story of a tightrope walker who ef
faces himself from “ big time” opportunities so that his wife may bask in the
light of the Kleigs. Of course his wife meets a male vamp who eventually
oversteps the boundaries of good manners.
Josephine Dunn, Ricardo Cortez, Neely Edwards
Pathe Comedy— JIM JAM JANITOR
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yoxiil^SEJLF
ONE. SOUL WITH BUT
A SINGLE THOUGHT'
TO

PAUSE

REFRESH

AND

HIMSELF

A N D NOT EVEN A
GLANCE

FROM

THE 5TAG LINE

O V E IJ

E n ou gh ’ s en ough and too
much is not necessary. W o rk
hard enough at anything and
you’ve got to stop. That’s where
C o ca -C o la comes in. Happily,
there’s always a cool and cheerful
place around the corner from any
where. A n d an ice-cold CocaCola, with that d e licio u s taste
and cool after-sense of refresh
ment, leaves no argument about
w hen, where — and how — to
pause and refresh yourself.
The Coca-Cola C o., Atlanta, Ga.
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THE NEW HAMPSHIRE,
‘THE DOVER ROAD”
blame Mr. Latimer for falling in love
PLEASES CARNIVAL
with her.
MATINEE AUDIENCE
The only freshman in an important
(Continued from Page 1)
role is Robert Ayers who plays the
part of Dominic, the efficient butler.
William Nelson shows his versatil
Ayers performs in a manner which
ity by playing a part markedly dif
leads us to expect more good work
ferent from the one in which he did
from him in the future.
so well in “ Dear Brutus.” He per
The staff consisting of Marjorie
forms the role of the bewildered Eng
Dahlberg, Jane Lehman, Frank Rog
lish nobleman of never failing appe
ers, and William Mahoney lend a
tite with an ease which was most nat
background to the setting, and fit in
ural. His sickness was very convinc
to make the whole a success.
ing. Even his sneezing showed the
The technical staff which is too
touch of art, and his sad misfortunes
often forgotten by those who watch
draw the sympathy of the audience as
plays should come in for their hardwell as that of his overly helpful
earned share of the praise. Although
wife, Eustasia.
there is only one set required for the
The greatest honor that can be
entire play, that one was built in a
paid to Fleming who has taken part
manner with a care and attention to
in more plays than any other student details which makes it one of the
ever in attendance at the university,
largest factors in the production’s
is to say that he at least equaled his favorable reception. It is a drawing
work in past plays. He finds Eus
room which any of us would be pleas
tasia too interested in his welfare, ed to have in our own home.
and Anne not interested enough.
It seems superfluous to praise the
Through it all he brings out the some
work of Professor and Mrs. William
what pathetically comic note of the
G. Hennessy who directed the produc
part in a manner in which he excels.
tion.
They have placed dramatics at
Elisabeth Bauer, who also has been
the University on a plane never be
before Durham audiences several
times before, plays the role of the fore approached and have an organi
zation which is the equal o f any col
fussing wife better than she has
lege group in the country. It is safe
played any other part in her career
to predict a marked success for the
as an actress at the university. She
play during its trips to the leading
is eternally tender, so tender that she
cities of the state during the next
becomes the terror of the whole
two weeks.
household; but one can’t help but love
her a little bit in spite of her fault
which is at best only an exaggerated
virtue.
NOTICE
The high praise which was given
to Dorothy Jones on her first appear
/v
Book and Scroll announces a *v
ance in a Mask and Dagger produc
Sunday afternoon get-together ^
tion, is merited again by her as a re
in Smith Hall February 24 at
sult of her acting in the part of Anne.
four thirty. Dr. Alfred E. 3;
She is thoroughly charming, and we
Richards will give readings and
are sorry that she has to have her
discuss “ Selections of Modern ydreams shattered by the accident
Essays.” The lecturer will be *£
which causes her to be detained in
the second o f a series sponsored $
Mr.
Latimer’s house. We can’t
by the society this term and follows on the program Mr. Henry Bailey Stevens’ reading o f 1
TUFTS COLLEGE
his play “ Tolstoy” which took %
place February 10. The meet- 4ing is open to the public.
5"
Founded 1867
4
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Alumni Office, February 21.— What
N. H. WOMEN DEBATE
are you doing to present the values of
RADCLIFFE AND B. U.
a New Hampshire education to the
young people of your community?
Are you sending us any good material
Boston and Cambridge Teams Con
for next year? And right here we
sidered Very Strong— New Hamp
Various Fraternities
bet that everybody reading this col
shire Girls Handicapped by
Provide Happy Ending umn thus far has started thinking
Lack of Experience— Miss
about football “ material” and we don’t
Towle Only Veteran
see any harm in admitting that we
Crowds Make Merry at Respective
were thinking along the same line!
Houses— Massachusetts Orches
Away on a short trip, the Univer
We are naturally interested in ad
tras in Large Demand—
mitting an athlete, for an athlete is sity women’s affirmative debating
Various Halls Pressed
usually a boy of well rounded attain team is meeting the Boston Univer
Into Use
ments and therefore a valuable mem sity team tonight. Last night Radber of the undergraduate body. We cliffe was debated at Cambridge. The
The final official feature on last are all interested in seeing New team consists of Gertrude Nye ’29,
week-end’s Carnival program was the Hampshire in the “ win” column and first speaker; Phyllis Morin ’30, sec
fraternity house dances, held Satur some of those high and prep school ond speaker, and Ruth Towle ’30,
day night individually by the various athletic leaders in your community third speaker. Gwendolyn Jones ’27,
fraternities either in their respective
should be shown the opportunities at is accompanying rthe girls on their
houses or in the halls available about New Hampshire. There’s a job for trip.
the campus. The dances were held you, Mr. Alumnus!
B. U. probably has one of the
immediately after the basketball
Of course, it is needless to say strongest women’s teams in the East
game with Harvard.
that there is no place at New Hamp while Radcliffe always has a better
The Kappa Sigma fraternity held shire for the tramp athlete. Neither than average representation.
New
its dance in the chapter house with is there room for the boy with his Hampshire’s team is handicapped by
music furnished by the Red Ramblers. hand out. The boy who is athletic a lack of experience with Miss Towle
The chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. but dumb is about as useful here as as its only experienced debater. She
Carl Lundholm, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. a deck hand on a submarine. But, if was a member of the freshman team
Kendall, and Mr. and Mrs. Lester a boy is intelligent, has all his credits, two years ago and has starred in in
Langley.
is willing to do a normal amount of terscholastic debating. Miss Nye is
The Triannon Club Orchestra of work and in addition is a good athlete, a member of Alpha Chi Omega soror
Boston played at the Alpha Tau Ome he will be able to get in and stay in. ity and has been prominent in drama
ga house for that dance. Reverend Don’t let such a boy go somewhere tics while in college. Miss Morin is
and Mrs. Fred S. Buschmeyer, and else without at least bringing him to a member of Phi Lambda Sigma sor
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Starke were Durham to see the place!
ority. These girls have all taken the
the chaperones.
1923— Lester J. Ellis is now Junior English debating course 61A.
Lambda Chi Alpha also held its engineer with the Massachusetts De
dance in the chapter house, Irving’s partment of Public Works and is lo
Ramblers of Lexington, Mass., fu r cated at the Cape district office at AMERICAN LEGION
OFFERS PLAQUE
nished the music. Professor and Mrs. Middleboro. He mentions seeing sev
(Continued
from
Page 1)
Thorsten Kalijarvi, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
eral New Hampshire men down on
ward Y. Blewett, and Mrs. Terry per
Cape Cod.
name of the winner will be inscribed
formed the duties of chaperones.
1914— Carroll R. Heath, formerly
The Phi Mu Delta dance was held of Melrose, Mass., has moved with his on a plaque. This plaque, made pos
sible by the generosity of the Am
in Murkland Hall, where Tommy
family to South Danville, N. H.
erican Legion of this state, is to re
Brooks’
Orchestra
from
Lowell,
1921-22— A
daughter, Elizabeth
Mass., played. Professor and Mrs. Jane, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Her main in the permanent possession of
the University.”
Harry Smith, Mr. Phillip Marston and
bert Carpenter in Concord on Satur
While not designed for the pur
Miss Mary Haselton were the chap day, February 9th. Mrs. Carpenter
pose, the new American Legion award
erones.
was Rachel Bugbee, ’21.
will replace in part the S. A. T. C.
The Theta Chi and Sigma Alpha Ep
1908— Walter W. Evans is heading
silon fraternities
combined their a newly established research depart medal which was the only military
award offered and which will be dis
dance, which was held in the new
ment for the Ludlow Associates, man
continued this year. This medal was
house of the latter. The Harvardians
ufacturers of jute products in Lud
made possible through the generosity
were imported to supply music for the
low, Mass. Mr. Evans is living with
occasion. The dance was chaperoned his family at 122 Ellington St., Long- of Major S. G. Eaton and the mem
C o l l e g e men and women— prepare for a pro
bers of the Students’ Army Training
fession of widening interest and opportunity.
by Mr. and Mrs. Perley I. Fitts, Pro
meadow, Mass.
Recent research has enlarged the scope of
Corps on duty in December, 1918. This
fessor and Mrs. Norman Alexander,
every phase of dentistry. Th e field demands,
1927—
On
Friday,
February
22nd
in
more than ever before, men and women of
medal was not awarded on a basis of
E.
J.
YORK
Mrs.
Harold
Leavitt,
and
Mrs.
Heman
ability backed b y superior training. Such
White Plains, N. Y., Frances F. Fair
perfection at drill, but rather on the
training Tufts College Dental School offers to
Fogg.
Lumber, Coal, and Grain Dealer
child and Melville L. Taylor will be
its students. School opens on September 25,
Joe Herlihy and his orchestra of united in the holy bonds of matrimony. strength of such qualities as physique,
1929. Our catalog may guide you in choosing
Durham and Dover
your career. For information address—
force of character, energy, mentality,
C. I. Smart Mgr. of Durham Grain Haverhill, Mass., and the Weirs played
1927— Word was recently received
D r . W i l l i a m R i c e , D ean
courage, leadership, and in general,
for
the
Delta
Sigma
Chi
dance
at
the
and
Coal
Yard
416 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Mass.
at the Alumni Office of the marriage
such characteristics as advertise the
fraternity house. Dr. and Mrs. Eu
Phone 103-2
of Bernice L. Poor to Joshua W. Rich
owner to be of greatest value to his
gene Bishop, and Dr. and Mrs. Her
ards of Atkinson, N. H. Miss Poor
country in a military way in the ad
bert Rudd chaperoned the affair.
will teach in Epping until June.
vent of another war.
The Commons was the scene of the
1927— Dr. and Mrs. Albert C. Ful
Steaks
Chicken Pies Alpha
Gamma Rho dance, with music
ton of Syracuse, N. Y., recently an
by Smith’s Orchestra. The chaperones
nounced the engagement of their S. A. E. AND LAMBDA CHI
were Professor and Mrs. T. B. Charles daughter, Miss Marion E. Fulton, to
LEAD INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
and Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Rinear.
Robert
Francis
Burnham
of
North
OPPOSITE P. 0.
Bob Manning’s Orchestra played at
Andover, Mass.
Burnham was a
Several more intramural hockey
Delta Pi Epsilon house. Mr. and
member of the Theta Upsilon Omega games were played during the past
Sandwiches
Home Cooking the
Mrs. Henry Swasey, Captain and Mrs.
fraternity. The wedding will prob week. Delta Pi Epsilon met Lambda
A. F. Gilmore, and Coach William H.
ably take place in June.
Chi Alpha on February 12, the lat
Cowell were chaperones.
1921— John S. Marshall is a substi- ter winning by a score of 3 to 0.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
Bo Garland’s orchestra of Ports„
> , -y—
j tute railway mail clerk and has been
A. B. A. Travelers’ Checks for Sale mouth played, for
the Theta Kappa I stationed in Rochester_ N. H.; for Theta Kappa Phi and Kappa Sigma
fought to a scoreless tie on the same
dance, which was also held at the ,
, ,
,
Capital, $100,000
Surplus, $300,000 Phi
about two years. He will soon be day. The next day Theta Upsilon
„
’
, ,,
„ ^ ™
Commons. Dr. and Mrs. T. G. Phil
transferred to Springfield, Mass.
Omega beat Alpha Gamma Rho, 2 to
lips, and Professor and Mrs. John S.
1922— Ilonora Reardon is teaching 1; Sigma Alpha Epsilon won over
Walsh were the chaperones.
Phi Delta Upsilon held its dance in in the Concord High School and is Kappa Sigma by a 1 to 0 score; and
Alison Beauty Shoppe
PATRONIZE
its
house, having Meserve’s Melody living at 12 Beacon St., Concord, N. H. Lambda Chi Alpha trimmed Tri
FLORENCE L. TUCKER, Prop.
1928— Ruth Warren is a member of Gamma 7 to 0.
Boys from Dover for the music. Pro
Merchant Bank Bldg.,
Tel. 986
the
teaching staff of the Hanover
On account o f very poor weather
fessor and Mrs. C. W. Swonger, and
conditions, several of the games have
Hotel — Restaurant — Barber Shop All Branches of Beauty Culture done Professor and Mrs. F. W. Jackson High School.
by experts
1918— O. Raymond Bean, who has been postponed indefinitely, to be
were the chaperones.
The Tri Gamma fraternity secured been principal of the high school at played atj the earliest possible date.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, leaders in
BEE’S BEAUTY SHOPPE
the Blue Serenaders of Boston fo r its Brookfield, Mass., for the past seven
All Lines of Beauty Culture
dance at the Commons. Professor and one-half years recently resigned the American league, and Lambda
$10 for a Permanent
to become headmaster of the Hopkin- Chi Alpha, leaders in the National
CARNIVAL
By our new Keen Permanent Waving and Mrs. C. F. Jackson, and Professor
league, will meet sometime this week
ton High School.
and
Mrs.
E.
T.
Donovan
were
the
Machine
Reservations for Dinners
when
the condition of the ice is fav
BEATRICE E. PARENT, Mgr.
chaperones.
1925— Gertrude McNally is located
May be Made
orable. The former have won 5, lost
Behind P. O. Block
Hal Hemp’s Detroiters o f Bridge at Ashland.
1928— Mildred Fifield is teaching in 1, and tied 0, and the latter have won
port, Conn., played at the Theta Up
5, lost 0, and tied 1, proving that a
the
high school at Weare.
silon
Omega
house
dance
held
in
the
FLORENCE A. HAYES
ARTHUR R. WATSON
spirited
contest will take place. This
1926— Paul E. Tracy is a member
chapter house. Mr. and Mrs. Brad
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
JEWELER
will be the championship game.
of
the
faculty
at
the
Valley
Forge
ford
Mclntire,
and
Professor
and
Mrs.
3 Third Street,
- - Dover, N. H.
Telephone 607-J
Arthur Johnson were the chaperones. Military Academy, Devon, Penna.
Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods
1925— Frederick S. Gray is a mem following members of the class of 1928
Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing Odd Fellows’ Building, Dover, N. H
ber of the Medical Department of the on its staff: Royal Smith, Carroll
PHI SIGMA SOCIETY HAS
ANNUAL VALENTINE PARTY New York Times. His address is 229 County; Edson Eastman, Coos Coun
Work Satisfactory
Service Prompt Durham Shoe Repairing Co.
W. 43rd St., N. Y. C.
ty; Alexander Guptill, Assistant Club
Shoe and Rubber Repairing
1927— Edgar B. Bruce is teaching at Agent in Rockingham and Strafford
Phi chapter of Phi Sigma held its
Shoe Shine
Skates Sharpened annual Valentine party last Wednes the Mitchell School, Billerica, Mass. Counties; Alice Fitch, Merrimack and
1924— Chester F. Cleaves is now lo Hillsboro Counties; Elizabeth Ricker,
day at the home of Professor Karl
Entrance
Strafford County; and Paul Dixon,
Woodward. Five tables of “ Hearts” cated at 55 East 34th St., N. Y. C.
at side of Leavitt’s Cafe
331 Central Ave.,
Tel. 164,
Dover
1927— S. Woodbury Roberts is em Carroll County.
were in play for the early evening
1926— Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Foote
and later an entertainment was given ployed by the Small Motor Engineer
by the committee in charge and re ing Department of the Westinghouse [ (Miss Margaret Flint, ’28) are living
DIAMONDS
DR. DICKINSON
If you have the girl we have the
freshments were served. The com Electric & Mfg. Co., with headquart-J at Lincoln where Mr. Foote is head
Diamond.
mittee was composed of Dr. Latimer, ers in Springfield, Mass. His address master of the high school,
DENTIST
Diamond Rings from $25.00 to $500.00
j 1928— Edna B. Stephens is head of
chairman, Mt. Donald Barton, Mr. is 116 Jenness Street.
1928— Doris M. Reney is teaching the Department of Languages in the
E. R. McCLINTOCK
458 Central Avenue,
Dover Ralph Myers, and Mr. Walter ChipHistory and English in the new Sy- Bristol High School, Bristol, Vermont.
man.
DIAMOND JEWELER
DOVER, N. H.
monds School at Keene.
1924— Marjorie Hartford is taking
1927— L. H. Brydon recently moved graduate work at Columbia Univer
C L Y D E L. '
WE MAKE
from East Orange, N. J., where he sity and is living at Whittier Hall,
Boston & Maine
OUR LE N SE S
was located with the Westinghouse
Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. C.
DR. FRED I. REYNOLDS
E A R PH O N ES
Transportation Co. Co., to Detroit, Michigan where he 1230
1928— Norman Weeks is Member
O PTO M ETRI8T
G L A S S EY ES
secured a position with the Detroit ship and Activities Secretary at the
4 5 0 C e n tra l Ave.
87 Washington Street, Dover, N. H.
Office H our*
MOTOR COACHES
Edison Company.
D O V E R , N . H.
Manchester Y. M. C. A.
9*12 and 2<S
Leave Dover for Durham
x-26—
F.
W.
Donnell
is
with
the
1926— Lloyd G. Sargent is located
Week Days— 6.25, 7.35, 8.35, 10.30,
kll.30 A. M. 12.30, 1.30, 3.30, 4.30, Foto-Art Film Co., Detroit, Mich. His with the New Haven, Conn., branch
work consists of assisting in the pro of the New England Oil Refining Com
6.00, 9.45 P. M.
Complete House Furnishings Sundays— 8.30 A. M. 12.30, 4.00, duction of educational and feature pany. His residence is 80 Howe St.,
6.00, 9.45 P. M.
pictures, also news reels for the Mich that city.
For Home and Fraternity House
Leave Durham for Dover
igan district. His address is 338 In
1914— Mr. and Mrs. Howard W.
Prompt, responsible service by the
Week Days— 7.00, 8.00, 9.00 kll.05 surance Exchange Building.
Sanborn of Sanbornton announce the
A. M. 12.00 noon. 1.00, 2.00, 4.00,
oldest furniture house in Dover.
1926— Leslie Cummings is head birth of a son, Alison Quimby, on De
6.50, 10.10 P. M.
master of the High School at Bethle cember' fifteenth.
Window shades made to order
Sundays— 9.00 A. M. 1.00, 5.00,
hem.
1928— George E. Coleman was re
5.05, 6.50, 10,10 P. M.
E. Morrill Furniture Co. Special Parties Carried at Reasonable 1923— Earl P. Farmer is located at cently married to Jean Butler of
Monroe, Louisiana.
Portsmouth at Portsmouth. He is now
Rates
60 Third Street,
Tel. 70 For information phone Portsmouth 33
1928— The
University
of
New located at Wiscasset, Maine, as manMeats and Provisions
Opposite R. R. Crossing
k Saturdays only
Hampshire Extension Service has the j ager of the “ Old Stone Farm.”

DENTAL SCHOOL

M cLAN E’S DINER

Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H.

Dances Close
Merry-Making

Band of Radicals Discovvred
In Very Center of University
By Angelina

high or low grades, good or abomi
nable looks, morals or lack of morals,
and waxing or not waxing his or her
moustache, if any. “ Meetings shall
be held at the discretion of the pres
ident at any time, place, or weather.”
The one unpardonable flaw in the
Constitution, to the writer’s view
point, is the fact that “ Women, not
being responsible persons, shall hold
no meetings by moonlight without tho
presence and active assistance of tlie
advisory council.”

Let this campus beware, for we are
breeding within our midst a group of
dissenters which threatens to under
mine our time-honored New England
traditions, our campus ethical stand
ards, and our general peace of mind.
These radicals have joined hands to
form a forceful organization entitled
the Anti-Foreigner League, to pre
serve the culture of the nations of the
world, regarding our own New Eng
A t the present time, the personnel
land culture (here they express skep
ticism on the possibility of such an consists of fifty men and thirty wom
ownership) as worthless and unpro en. It is hoped that the number will
Mr.
gressive. They dare to criticize this be swelled at an early date.
Roger
Lindsay,
’28,
a
relative
of
the
campus as being “ nomicphobiacal
and horophobiacal”— actually— and in eminent sociologist and reformer,
great need of appreciating “ the flow Judge Ben Lindsay, and possessor of
of things.” They maintain that real much sociological data, is the active
appreciators of things other than head of the men’s division. Profes
physical prowess and mediocre recre sor Lucinda Smith is acting as the
ation are few and scattered and that auxiliary adviser. Let it be known
these fortunates are obliged to go that the League has the sanction of
around apologizing for their uncouth members of the faculty.
habits. In other words, the league is
bent on regenerating a degenerating !
campus. H orrors!
EXPERIMENT STATION
According to one of the founders
DISPROVES THEORY
of the League, Anatole France’s state
ment “ The soul is an idea, and the
heart a muscle” expresses exactly the Slow Feathering Birds Grow No Fast
essence of the organization. All things
er Than Others Experiment Sta
will be governed by the head and not
tion Finds
by the heart. He warns us that the
organization has atheistic tendencies
The popular belief that slow feath
and will not tolerate another scandal
such as occurred on campus last year ering Rhode Island Red chickens grow
over the doctrine of evolution.
He faster than rapid feathering chickens
faid, “ We favor agnosticism as the has been proved false according to a
most progressive method for the at series of tests concluded by the Uni
tainment of culture; we are agnostic versity
Experiment
Station. One
even to the point of doubting Penel group of 1,016 chicks was separated
ope’s much-vaunted faithfulness. We at 15 days into slow feathering and
seek the truth, and nothing but the rapid feathering groups. The class
truth. The prudish fears of certain ification was determined by the deconservative fanatics will have to be velopement of the tail feathers and
destroyed, and the toughened core of the extent of the wing feather
several unreceptive brains torn asun growth.
A t the conclusion of the experiment
der. We are neither skeptics nor
scoffers, but reformers filled with the the 462 rapid feathering chicks
zeal for dispensing truth and culture, weighed a total of 94 pounds and each
the culture of the world which is to chicken averaged .2034 pound apiece.
replace our smug New England big The other group of 554 slow feather
otry.”
ing chicks weighed 112 pounds and
The Constitution was drawn up averaged .2003 pound.
Rapid feathering pullets and slow
under the pressing need of a neces
predominated.
sary organization because “ the exist feathering cockrels
ing honor societies (so called) fail in When the chicks became cockerels and
their avowed purpose of disseminat pullets and 65 days old the rapid
ing and fostering the spread of knowl feathering pullets weighed an aver
edge and culture upon the unresisting age of .36 pound more, while the
populace of Durham, and that men rapid feathering cockerels weighed
and women of intellect are thus an average of .20 pound less than the
denied the privilege of inflicting their slow feathering birds.
Very similar results were obtained
ideas on each other.” Anyone may
become a member o f the league re from the second test with 347 Rhode
gardless of race, sex, religion, class, Island Red chicks.

MEADER’S FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions
6 Third Street

DOVER, N. H.

LEIGHTON’S

Durham Anna

PITEHOUSE

Show your good judgment by using Montag
Stationery. Our line of picturesque notes,
postcards, illustrated booklets, seal jewelry,
Kampus Kompacts, banners, pennants, and pil
low tops is most complete and official.
Our offerings in brief cases and overnight
bags are unexcelled—priced to fit the means of
everybody.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Remember there are two excellent types of
meal tickets providing the maximum in value—
7 breakfasts, 7 dinners and 7 suppers at $6.00,
and the $6.00 Cafeteria ticket for $5.50.
Remember that the University gives the
greatest value—most courteous attention, ex
cellent service, and high quality food.

DURHAM
CASH

MARKET

The University Dining Hall
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House Dances
End Carnival

SIX
Track Entries
In Boston Meet M O D E R N
ALLEYS

T he
College

THE STRAND
BOWLING ALLEYS

Ladies'
Patronage
Solicited

Hockey Game Only Defeat
During Athletic Program

Strong Team Entered in
Dashes and Field Events To enjoy healthy recreation visit the Strand alleys regularly and

Ball Crowning Feature of Eighth An
nual Winter Celebration— Lack
of Snow Holds up Sports

Medley Relay Outfit First Class— Ele
ven Individual Entries— Benedict

make reservations.

in Riggs Mile— Smith and
Barron in Hurdles

M ain Street

Opposite Madbury Road

! pie collected at the station.
Presi
dent Gibbs, in the meantime, had not
SPEAKER FOR Y. M. C. A. received an answer to his telegram,
and there was some doubt as to
“ Teddy R.” had received it.
This
doubt
was
quickly
dispelled,
however
To Address Institute on Religion and
when the 10.36 came steaming into
Life March 4, 5, and 6— Will
Durham, with Col. Roosevelt standing
Speak on “ Science and
in the vestibule of the Pullman, at
Religion”
tached to the forward
end of the
train.
Professor Kirtley F. Mather, head
The crowd had expected Mr. Roose
of the geology department at Har velt to be on the rear car, and had
vard University, has been secured as collected at the end of the station
a speaker for the first day of the near the bridge. There was a wild
three day Institute on Religion and scramble for the forward end of the
Life, which will be held here March train, when Col Roosevelt was seen
4, 5, and 6. Professor Mather will in the vestibule and cries of “ Speech”
be! here Monday, March 4, and will were heard.
visit classes in the morning. In the
Fully a minute was wasted by the
afternoon he will speak in the various crowd running from the rear to the
groups of the Institute, and in the
front end of the train. When it col
evening he will address the Y. M. C. lected in front of the car, bearing Col.
A. and the Y. W. C. A. The topic for
Roosevelt, the latter from the car
his address is “ Science and Religion.”
steps had only time to say,
Professor Mather has recently writ
“ Friends, it is a great pleasure to
ten a book entitled “ Science in the
meet you, and I have only time to
Search of God.” This book has been
say, good luck and good-bye.”
in great demand at student confer
The train started to move as the
ences.
last words were uttered.
Professor Mather was one of the
A number of the student body and
scientists who investigated the fa 
faculty traveled by the same train,
mous spiritual medium, Marjorie.
which carried the ex-president to Do
Marjorie was the woman with whom
ver, where Mr. Roosevelt’s first
Houdini had many encounters in his
speech of length on his New England
attempt to expose the frauds of the
trip was made to a large crowd as
mediums.
sembled at the station. The train
was held long enough for Col. Roose
velt to leave his car and speak from
an automobile which was drawn up
near the train.

HARVARD PROFESSOR

The eighth annual winter carnival
OUTING CLUB COMMITTEE
was officially brought to a close last
The Wildcat track team is to enter
W hich Staged Successful Carnival
Saturday night by fraternity dances
several events in the Junior A. A. U.
held either in chapter houses or in FRESHMAN QUINTET
Championships at the Caledonian
FRESHMEN BOXERS
one or another ' of the college build
games in the Boston Gardens tomor
TO FIGHT M. I. T. row evening according to Coach Paul
OVERWHELMS MAINE
ings. Although there was little or
no snow during the carnival there
Sweet. The medley relay, a one and
was no lack of entertainment for the Kittens Win by Score of 45-20— Lead Varsity and Freshmen Will Both seven-eighths mile run, consists of
many guests who came to Durham for
by Twenty Margin at Half— Val
separate races of the 220, 440, 880
Send Teams to Compete With M.
CLOTHIERS
the week-end.
yard, and mile distances. The men to
lencourt and Eustis Star
I.
T.—
First
Time
for
Fresh
The program was opened by the
run the 220 and 440 have not been
man Team to be Formed
first presentation o f Mask and Dag
chosen as yet; but it is expected th'at
The Freshman basketball team sev
Capt. Arnold Noyes ’29 will run the
FURNISHERS ger’s production, “ The Dover Road,” erely overwhelmed the Maine Frosh
Both the Varsity and Freshman 880 with William Benedict ’30 fol
at 3:30 Friday afternoon. The eve
by a score of 45-20, in a game played boxing teams swing into action
ning events began with the ice carni
lowing him in the mile. This relay
in Durham Wednesday, February 13. against M. I. T. Wednesday, Febru
val at 7 o’clock which was sponsored
is especially suited to our runners as
The
Freshmen
jumped
into
the
lead
ary 20, at Boston. This is the first the two most important races, the 880
IMPORTERS
by the “ N.H.” club under the leader
ship of William Clement ’29, its presi at the opening of the game and finish time in the history of the University and the mile, are to be run by two of
ed the first half with the score of that a Freshman team has been or
dent. In addition to the speed skat
the most outstanding distance runners
25-5. In the second half the action
in New England.
TAILORS ing events in which the New Hamp was continued to close the game with ganized.
The Varsity, fresh from its tri
shire team was victorious, exhibition
Eric Eastwood ’30 and Gilbert
a decided victory for New Hampshire. umph over Dartmouth, is hopeful of
skating was presented by the Nose
Searle ’31 will run in the 600 yard
Vallencourt
and
Eustis
took
the
victory, while Coach Reed expresses dash and Arnold Noyes and Stuart
worthy Brothers and M. A. Fletcher.
SHOE DEALERS
The most colorful event of the car honors by scoring 15 and 16 points himself as confident. The line-up is Richardson will represent New Hamp
w as as f o l - shifted to allow other members of the
nival program began at 9 o’clock when respectively. The
shire in the 1,000 yard event. There
lows:
squad to fight and to rest up the vet are two 2-mile events, the regular and
the Carnival Ball opened to the tune
p
F.
G.
N. H.
of dance music furnished by Bert Vallencourt, rf
6
15 erans for the bouts with Pennsyl the steeple-chase. Roderick Cote, a
3
0 vania.
0
0
(Schurman)
Lowe’s Hotel Statler orchestra of Bos Eustis,
freshman at the University, will run
16
8
iO
If
The freshmen have a strong club in the first, and Francis Howard ’31 in
0
0
0
(W
hite)
ton. The ball was held in the uni
1
7 and the members are out for victory
3
Mitchell, c
versity gymnasium which had been
0
0
the latter. Charles Smith ’29 and
0
(Markowitz)
0 in their first encounter. Augustinus
0
0
Bronstein,
rg
decorated for the occasion by a com
Ralph Barron ’31 will both compete
0
0
0
(W oods)
1
7 is a college champion while both in the 70 yard high hurdles and Aus
3
mittee of whom Alec Currier ’29 was Conroy, lg
0
0
0
(Richards)
Wagemen and Garret can be counted jtin ’ w oolley ’30 will participate in the
Brad Mclntire, ’25, Mgr. chairman! The costumes worn by the
F.
G.
P. on for consistent work. Dossey and
MAINE
guests added to the beauty of the Frost,
stancfmg and running high jumps. The
0
0
0
rf
1
1
3 Hawkes will also fight.
(Leland)
e. The ball closed at two o’clock
Wildcats will be represented in the
P. 0. Block, Durham, N. H. Saturday morning the Dartmouth Arnold, If
4
2
1
The line-ups: Varsity:
115-lb., |pole_vault event by Earl Brooks ’3!,
2
0
1
(Sims)
0
0 Capt. Nodes; 125-lb., Lang; 135-lb., and William Benedict is to run in a
0
Dickson,
c
and New Hampshire snowshoers ran
0
0
0
(Carbone)
0
2 Jacques Grenier; 145-lb., Flynn; 160- special event, the Riggs mile.
2
a two mile race over almost bare Pickett, rg
0
1 lb., Theodos; 175-lb., Roy. Fresh
1
(Goodwin)
ground. In this event the Wildcats Moore, lg
2
3
8
Robinson; man: 125-lb., Dossey; 135-lb., Garret;
Scorer:
Johnson. Tim er:
again showed their ability by taking
Referee: Rogers.
the first two places, Lazure ’31 win
A fast game is expected Saturday, 145-lb., Augustinus; 160-lb., Wage- FRATERNITIES BOWL
ning
and
Hazen
’31
following
him
to
PINE WEEVIL LIFE
February 23, when the Frosh meet man; unlimited, Hawkes.
TWO MORE MATCHES
CYCLE IS LEARNED the tape. At 10:30 New Hampshire the hard-playing team representing
(Excerpts from the “ New Hamp
lost its only contest of the week-end the freshmen of Boston University.
ON
OTHER
CAMPUSES
shire”
of March 27, 1912.)
Theta Kappa Phi Defeats Theta Upwhen Boston University defeated the
Experiment
Station
Investigators
silon Omega, 1378 to 1274— Tri
local team on the hockey rink by a 5-1
Find Why Insect is Difficult to
RESOLUTION CONCERNING
Students at Ohio Weslyan are
Gamma Wins over Theta
score.
Control— Only One Species
COL. ROOSEVELT
PROFESSOR CHARLES JAMES carrying on a heated discussion as to
Chi, 1401 to 1365
The New Hampshire boxers .scored
SPEAKS IN DURHAM
whether
or
not
there
shall
be
dating
a decisive victory over their Dart
The following resolution regarding at athletic contests. It is traditional
Some of the reasons for the diffi mouth opponents Saturday afternoon
Two more intramural bowling con
culties experienced in controlling the when they won 4 out of the 6 bouts. the late Professor Charles James was on the campus that there be no dates,
tests were bowled off during the past Addresses Large Crowd From Train
recently
past
by
the
New
England
but the question of discontinuing the
white pine weevil became apparent Following the boxing, guests and stu
week. Theta Kappa Phi beat Theta
when the department of entomology dents amused themselves at a tea Association of Chemistry Teachers at tradition has met with much argu Upsilon Omega to the tune of 104 pins.
its
recentj
meeting.
ment, with the women in favor of no
at the University of New H a m p s h ir e ,"""^ heW at Thompson Hall.
Vanni and Horan of the winning team
While on his way from Boston t o ;
The Committee Prepared the Fol dates and the men for dates. (IP )
Experiment Station successfully ac
The most thrilling contest of the
got the single string honors with 117 Portland last Saturday morning, Exlowing
Resolutions:
counted for gaps in the life history day was furnished by the basketball
and 113 respectively. Horan also won President Theodore Roosevelt, made
Few are the persons endowed by
A bill has been presented to the
of the insect.
game with Harvard in the evening
three string total with 318. On Mon a brief stop of two minutes in Dur
the
Creator
with
that
spark
of
celes
state legislature at Texas which, if
Some weevils are believed to live which the Wildcats won by a score of
day, February 18, Tri Gamma won ham and addressed the entire student
two years. It had been thought in the 25-24. Following the game dances tial fire called genius; and fewer still passed, will abolish fraternities from
over Theta Chi. Cooper of Tri Gam body, members of the faculty, and
past that all weevils completed their were held by the various fraternities. are those persons who are also given the campus of the University of
ma, gathered the honors, knocking the townspeople from the steps of the
the will and the desire to use that Texas. (IP )
life cycle within one year. It is be
pins for a total three-string score of Pullman car, attached to the forward
genius.
lieved that this fact may explain some
Last year 880,000,00 weenies were 311 and highest one-string score of end of the 10.36 train out o f Dur
When we are given the privilege
failures to secure control by elimi INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS
117. The scores and league standings ham to Dover.
IN ALPHA CHI SORORITY to come into contact with such a per sold in the United States. “ Hot dogs”
nating the infested white pine lead
follow
:
Saturday
morning
about
nine
will
soon
be
holding
the
place
in
this
son, it is fitting that we should recog
ers at the time the weevils are in them
T H E T A K A P P A PHI
You will find
o’clock
Pres.
W.
D.
Gibbs
sent
the
fol
country
that
Roast
Beef
holds
in
nize
the
gifts
and
proclaim
to
our
fel
289
88
93
108
Saco
either in the pupal or larval stage.
The officers of Alpha Tau chapter lows that we appreciate the oppor England. (IP )
248 lowing telegram to Col. Theodore
87
83
78
Riordan
here
more
than
the average
It was also discovered that the two of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority, for
289
95
117
77
Vanni
234 Roosevelt which was delivered to him
72
80
82
Shea
tunities
that
come
from
that
contact.
num ber of shoe styles
so-called separate species of white next year were installed at the regu
318
96
109
113
on the train at South Lawrence,
If all students who have 8 o’clock Horan
Such a person we believe was Pro
pine weevils are one and the same lar meeting held last Tuesday eve
just
suited to the college
1378
451
469
458
Total
Mass., “ Will you speak to the stu
insect attacking the tree in different ning, according to Elisabeth Bauer, fessor Charles James, a loyal friend, classes were hauled out of bed at 6 in
T H E T A UPSILON OMEGA
man’s
taste. John W a rd s
the
morning
and
placed
side
by
side,
258 dents of the New Hampshire State
73
100
85
Sawyer
places. Stunted white pines often ’29, retiring president of the sorority. profound scholar, famed scientist,
249
78
95
76
Chase
they
would
stretch
from
-------------—
.
College
from
the
train
as
you
pass
are
preeminent
as the shoes
genial
companion,
one
satisfied
to
240
75
86
79
show weevils attacking the roots. The The new officers are: Muriel An
Hayford
252 through this m orning?”
84
79
89
Robinson
Signed, W.
investigations proved that the root drews, ’30, president; Dorothy Jones stop only when the best was attained. — Montana Kaimin.
th
at
co
llege
men
prefer.
275
102
76
97
Parshley
D. Gibbs, Pres.
Believing that we should show our
weevils were the same as those at ’30, vice-president; Margaret Chellis,
1274
407
441
426
Total
The Student Council at the U. of
Notice was immediately placed on
tacking the leaders, and resulted from ’30, treasurer; Miriam Nealley, ’30, appreciation of the work done by
Washington
has
called
for
a
written
the bulletin board that Mr. Roosevelt
Professor
James,
be
it
TRI GAMMA
egg laying near the base of the tree. recording secretary; and Pauline
260 would speak that morning from the
85
83
92
Bruce
Resolved: That we, the members criticism of the university from all W
v - ^ M E N ’S SH O E S
A t present the department is col Nerbonne, ’31, corresponding secre
243
91
75
77
ales
students
in
an
effort
to
aid
in
the
re
1/04
311 10.36 train, and the professors were
117
90
Cooper
of
the
New
England
Association
of
lecting several species of parasites
305
95
98
112
See them on display at
Burnham
tary.
Chemistry Teachers, deeply feel that vision of the courses of study. (IP ) McGinley
282 instructed to dismiss their 10 to 11
93
92
97
which may aid in the control of the
The new president of the sorority
o’clock
classes
at
10.30
o’clock.
our
Association
and
the
community
HARMON’S
weevil.
1401
Total
is a member of the Granite board, Le of scientists have suffered a great
But Purdue University has gone
A t 10.30 the crowd began to pour
T H E T A CHI
257
84
90
83
Cercle Francais, the Glee Club, Pan
Smith
loss in the death of Professor James, them one better. According to a new Beck
245 out of the classrooms; and a few min
85
79
81
WAITERS HOLD BALL
Hellenic and the Women’s Athletic
294 utes later, there were fully 500 peo103
98
93
taken from his work in the prime of plan, each student is asked to grade Couser
271
80
91
100
Atwood
his instructors as to neatness, presen Augustinus
TOMORROW EVENING Association.
298
103
85
110
life; and be it further
Resolved: That we, as an Associa tation of subject matter, and other
1365
Total
tion, extend our sympathy to those qualities of good teaching. As the
Annual Event to Take Place in Uni WILDCATS TO END SEASON
LEAGUE STANDING
criticisms will be without signatures
versity Dining Hall— Meserve’s
WITH BATES HOCKEY TEAM who are left to mourn his passing,
P . W. P. L. P.C
NATIONAL
2
.833
11
to his fellow-workers and his pupils the university hopes to derive a lot of Lambda Chi Alpha
Melody Boys to Furnish
4
.500
4
Phi
Delta
Upsilon
WALL PAPER
PAINTS
beneficial information.
(IP ) And
who
received
inspiration
from
daily
Musical Feast
.416
5
7
Delta Sigma Chi
The aggressive Wildcat pucksters
1
.125 "I©
7
how about style? We already know Delta Pi Epsilon
contact
with
him;
and
be
it
further
will close an already successful sea
AMERICAN
Resolved: That these resolutions who would win here on that basis!
11
1
.917
Theta Kappa Phi
VALSPAR
KYANIZE
The annual W aiter’s Ball given by son at home Friday, February 22 at
.583
5
7
Tri Gamma
be
spread
upon
the
records
of
our
the members of the Commons force 2.30 P. M., when they meet the Bates
6
6
.500 i>2
Theta Upsilon Omega
.312
The proprietor o f a hotel in the Kappa Sigma
11
5
will be held in the University Dining Bobcats for the second time this sea Association, and that copies be sent
9
.250
3
Theta Chi
to his surviving family, and to the University town of Heidelberg, Ger
Hall tomorrow evening. The dance son.
many, Fritz Gabler, says that ninety
committee: W. A. Mahoney, J. J.
The first game was close but finally President of the University of New
per cent, of the Americans visiting WILDCAT HOCKEY SEXTET
Hampshire.
Stevens, H. S. Cleveland, A. F. Noyes, resulted in a 1 to 0 victory fo r the
New Hampshire
LOSES IN CARNIVAL GAME
the town are teetotalers. Americans
Octavia
Chapin
D. B. Harriot, and G. F. Reed have Wildcats. Bates
always
provides
travelling
in
Europe
do
not
drink
all
Elwin
Damon
arranged to have Meserve’s Melody plenty of excitement and Coach
the liquor they can. Fully ninety per
Wihelm Segerblom
The Wildcat hockey sextet received
Boys of Dover serve the following Christensen predicts another close
cent, of his guests drink water, lem the only defeat suffered by a New
menu: Griddle Cakes, Cottage Pud hard-fought victory. The players are
onade, or orangeade.— International Hampshire athletic team during the
ding, Peach Souffle, Chipped Beef, determined to atone, for the B. U. de WATTS ELECTED PRESIDENT
Carnival program when the strong
OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON Student.
Corned Beef and Cabbage, Roast feat and the Bobcats may expect plen
Boston University team defeated
Duck, Dropped Eggs, Irish Stew, ty of action. The New Hampshire
For the first time since the war an them Saturday morning by a score
At the election o f officers of New
Raspberry Shortcake, Cream Toast, lineup:
Roast Beef, Vegetable Salad, Cran
Capt. Reinhart 1. w., Colburn r. w., Hampshire Beta of Sigma Alpha Ep American may sit in the Cambridge of 5 to 1 at the local rink.
The game was featured by the
berry Sauce, and Roast Veal.
Plourde c., Michaud 1. d., McFarland silon fraternity held Tuesday evening, university crew in the race against
February 20, the following officers Oxford. R. E. Swartout is the one stellar work of Goalie Hunt who
Guests at this informal dance will r. d., Hunt g.
were chosen for the ensuing year: who will probably be allowed the made a number of remarkable stops.
include Mrs. Helen W. Leighton, Mrs.
President, Frank E. Watts, Jr., ’29, honor. Swartout was prepared at The B. U. teamwork and passing was
Elizabeth P. DeMeritt, Mrs. Marcia
ON OTHER CAMPUSES
of Malden, Mass.; Vice-President, Middlesex School, at Concord, Mass. of high order and the team deserved
N. Sanders, Missi Annie L. Sawyer,
William Hammond, ’29, of Manches He is also well known in the under to win. Although outclassed, the
Mrs. Anne Morgan, Mrs. Shirlie L.
The average weekly consumption of ter, N. H.; Secretary, J. Wilbur Ta- graduate world as a poet, editor of Wildcats had plenty of fight and late
Whitney, Mrs. Louisa M. Potts, Mrs.
Emma Thompson, and Miss Leona gum on the campus of the Louisiana haney, ’29, of Beverly, Mass.; Treas a college comic, and amateur dra in the game Plourde scored a long
shot for New Hampshire’s only goal.
State University is said to be 400 urer, Charles P. Averka, ’30, of Law matic critic.— (IP )
Waite.
Lombard was the bad man of the
packages, of which the co-eds chew rence, Mass. Watts will be serving
W. G. Swartchild, a junior at Dart game, making five trips to the pen
40 packages a day. Double Mint is his third year as president o f the S.
PLEDGING NOTICES
the only kind which will sell. The A. E. fraternity. He is secretary of mouth was recently presented with alty box. A large Carnival crowd
Largest Assortment of Sport Oxfords in Dover. Goodyear Welted,
The cre turned out to witness the contest. £
Nu Beta of Phi Mu Delta announces foreign language professors complain the class of ’28, a member of Senior the gift of an alligator.
every pair Guaranteed, $4.95. Compare them with the ones
;6
^
you paid double for.
^
the pledging of Leslie Carlton ’31 of that horrible sounds are produced Skulls, a member of the N. H. Club ature, “ Orrie,” is one foot in length The New Hampshire line-up:
Capt. Reinhart,: 1. w .; Colburn, r.
when the words get mixed with the having won his letter in track, and and of uncertain age. “ Orrie’s” fate
Fremont.
I
DAUM’S RELIABLE SHOE STORE
f
Tau Chapter o f Alpha Chi Omega gum. Many co-eds chew with their he has been prominent on several is yet undecided, but he will probably w.; Plourde, c.; Young, 1. d.; M cFar
101 WASHINGTON STREET
DOVER, N. H. |
announces the pledging of Genevieve mouths shut, but others are proud of dance committees during his college find a permanent home in the Zoology land, r. d.; Hunt, g.; spares, Mi |
Department.— The Dartmouth.
chaud, Moore.
their skill at popping the gum.— (IP ) career.
Kelley ’31, of Lincoln.
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